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We are excited to announce the official launch of Elsevier's Nursing Education Insights podcast. In the podcast, our nurse educators, bestselling authors, and Elsevier partners provide helpful strategies and practical guidance as we decode and discuss today's teaching and learning challenges. Listen to our first episode now on The Challenging Landscape of Nursing Education: NGN, Competency-based Education, and Student Intervention.

Listen Today
**Next Gen NCLEX®**

### 5 Months Until NGN

In our most recent NGN webinar, experts Donna Ignatavicius and Linda Silvestri discussed how to apply test-taking strategies to all six cognitive skills illustrated in Layer 3 of the NCSBN Clinical Judgment Measurement Model (NCJMM). Watch the recording to learn more about preparing your students for the NGN.

› Watch the Recording

---

**Elsevier 360**

Elsevier’s Applied Learning Sciences team, conducted research on the impact of Elsevier 360 learning resources to demonstrate validity and effectiveness to help nursing programs meet their learning, teaching, and assessment goals. Elsevier 360 is the innovative program solution that amplifies learning from day one through an interconnected experience, providing a comprehensive journey that fosters the development of clinical judgment and nursing competency to prepare students for success on the NCLEX® and in clinical practice.

› Read the White Paper

---

**How Can We Help?**

Contact us for more information about any of these products and solutions, or if you’d like to learn how a custom bundle can save money for your students.

› Contact Us

---
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